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Cloud Migration Planning is a technological and organizational change that requires careful coordination. 

Cloudreach has combined our world-class software platform, Cloudamize, with our Cloud Experts to guide 

customers through this cloud journey. We have guided hundreds of customers through their Cloud Migration, 

saving them time, money, and reducing risk.

Moonpig needed to relieve technical debt built up in a traditional data centre facility and to 

provide additional failure and backup options, which were non-existent at project inception. 

Cloudreach was brought in to develop a Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR) 

environment in Microsoft Azure.

Moonpig now has a fully functioning and documented BCDR environment. Should the event 

arise where its on-premise solution is compromised, it can failover to the Azure platform whilst 

maintaining business processes with minimal technical and financial disruption to its services.

We’re experts in supporting customers through their entire cloud journey 

from the datacenter to cloud-native.
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Spend less time planning and more 

time executing

Cloudreach deploys Cloudamize, to supercharge 

our migration assessment and planning activities. 

We quickly understand your environment and 

business drivers to create an application specific 

plan. We provide everything needed to start 

migrating applications to the cloud.

Ignite the migration with Cloudamize and 

Azure Migrate integration

The Cloudreach team will help define the migration 

plan directly in Cloudamize. This plan can then be 

directly sent to Azure Migrate to instantly start 

migrating servers. Cloudamize empowers 

customers to get up and running quickly on Azure 

Migrate with an actionable plan.

Migrate your workloads and your 

organization to the cloud

We believe that customers who transform their 

technology and organization together get the most 

out of public cloud. Our team of Cloud Consultants 

and Strategists can ensure that your organization is 

set up for success in the cloud. 

Software designed to 

accelerate cloud adoption.

Cloud experts ready to 

guide to the cloud.

24x7 cloud infrastructure, 

application, and cost 

support
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